One of two ‘DEUCE.’ at the Nelson Research Laboratories of The
English Electric Company Ltd.
Provides computing Time Hire Service together with experimental
work on Pay Roll, Stores Provisioning and Production Control.
Linear Programming.
General Engineering Design for the Company's products.

lthough the science of electronics was already well advanced when the last world

began, and received a tremendous stimulus during the war, it was not until
A war
the early post war years that interest began to centre on applying the newly
acquired wealth of knowledge concerning electronic techniques to the solving of
complex mathematical problems at high speed.
Among the first of the digital electronic computers to be developed from this interest
in the United Kingdom was the ACE Pilot Model built at the National Physical
Laboratories by a combined team of electronics engineers and mathematicians from
these Laboratories and from the Nelson Research Laboratories of The English
Electric Company Limited.
Realising the immense capabilities of the electronic machine and foreseeing the ever
increasing role it would be called upon to play in scientific and technological work of
all kinds ‘English Electric’decided to design, develop and produce electronic computers
and similar apparatus.
Using the successful ACE Pilot Model as a basis the Computer Division developed a
powerful digital computer of remarkable speed and capacity. This machine was
designated ‘DEUCE’, the Digital Electronic Universal Computing Engine, and as
such soon became widely known and respected in scientific circles as the most power
ful and advanced computer of its type in Europe.
‘DEUCE’ was applied initially as an aid to scientific and technical calculations. Thus
in its design the emphasis was placed on its ability to solve accurately at very high
speed the long and involved problems of great complexity normally encountered in
such work. Standard punched card equipment was adapted for input and output
utilising 32 columns of 80-column cards, and this was found to be sufficient for the
majority of scientific calculations the original ‘DEUCE’ was called upon to solve.
Concurrently with ‘DEUCE’ the Computer Division was engaged in the design and
development of analogue and special purpose equipments, and with the opening of
the Company’s new Electronics factory at Kidsgrove in North Staffordshire in 1954,
the Computer Division was able to expand and make full use of new laboratories and
production facilities.
As programming techniques developed and the scope of the electronic computer
became more widely appreciated it was realised that the thirty-two column punched
card input and output was insufficient for the increasing demands of scientific users.
Also it was not ideally suited to the growing number of commercial applications that
computers were being called upon to deal with.
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‘DEUCE’ Mk. I

A new version of ‘DEUCE’, known as ‘DEUCE’ Mk. I was
therefore introduced utilising 64 of the available 80 columns
of a punched card. This development virtually doubled the
input and output speeds of the standard machine. A general
purpose machine still mainly for scientific applications,
‘DEUCE’ Mk. I has the facility for using Magnetic Tape as
an auxiliary storage medium if required, and in this form
the Mk. I version of ‘DEUCE’ holds a challenging position
in the scientific world as a powerful high speed computer of
large storage capacity, accuracy and reliability.
I

‘DEUCE’ Mk. II

A more recent and fast expanding application of the elec
tronic computer is that of commercial data processing. Here
the requirement is for the speedy analysis and resolving of a
large mass of data such as is met for instance, in accountancy
and payroll work or the evaluation and reduction of statis
tics of various kinds. Fast input and output facilities are
essential to enable the computer to handle work of this
nature, and in order to meet this requirement ‘DEUCE’ Mk.
II has been introduced. This computer is fitted with a com
bined input/output machine, completely buffered, capable
of reading and punching the full eighty columns of the
standard punched card and is normally fitted with magnetic
tape auxiliary storage equipment. Thus ‘DEUCE’ Mk. II
represents an ideal general purpose digital electronic com
puter both for scientific and commercial applications.

‘DEUCE’ Mk. IIA

In certain data processing applications considerable advan
tage can be gained by increasing the size of the ‘DEUCE’
high-speed store. ‘DEUCE’ Mk. IIA is therefore available
providing a 50% greater capacity high speed store than the
standard ‘DEUCE’ Mk. II whilst retaining all other features.
This increase in the high speed store enables programmes
and data to be present in rather larger blocks thus making
recourse to the backing store less frequent.

::

The general purpose digital computer for scientific, technological and commercial applications
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‘DEUCE’ at the
Atomic Weapons
Research
Establishment,
Aldermaston, Berks.

'DEUCE' at the
‘English Electric'
London Computing
Centre.
Research and
Statistical work.
Operational Research
Techniques.
Data Reduction
in Real Time.
Clerical Work.
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GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF

he following is a resume of the general characteristics of ‘DEUCE’ and a brief description of

of the salient features of the computer. Individual supplementary leaflets give more
Tsome
detailed information about the various facilities available and incorporated, and in addition

complete specifications of both ‘DEUCE’ Mk. I and ‘DEUCE’ Mk. II are available as separate
publications.
‘DEUCE’ is a serial machine operating in the binary mode and has a pulse repetition frequency of
1 megacycle. It uses a word length of 32 digits and a word time of 32 microseconds. Multiplic
ation and division times are 2 milliseconds and addition and subtraction times 32 microseconds
per operation. A further 32 microseconds are required per instruction in order to allow its analysis
by the control circuits. However, in many instances, several operations (often as many as 32) are
effected by the same instruction.
All arithmetic operations are fixed point, although numerous floating point sub-routines are
available. A single and a double length accumulator are provided, the latter being usable as two
single length accumulators if required.
Two types of storage are provided, with a third storage medium in the form of magnetic tape
equipment being available as an optional extra. The high speed store immediately associated with
the computing circuits is of the acoustic delay type using mercury delay lines, the reliability of
which is now conclusively proven. A large capacity store of longer access time is provided by a
magnetic recording drum, information being transferable in blocks between these two systems.
In ‘DEUCE’ each instruction specifies the transfer of one or more words from a ‘source’ to a
‘destination’. For simple transfers of information these sources and destinations refer to locations
within the high-speed store. However, arithmetic and organisational operations are initiated by
means of transfers from special sources, transfers to special destinations or combinations of both.
A total of 32 Sources and 32 Destinations are available. All arithmetic and logical operations are
associated with parts of the high-speed store, particularly those parts with the minimum access
times.
Instructions coded in binary form are stored in the computer store in the same manner as numbers,
each instruction occupying one word length. The comparatively large high speed store of
‘DEUCE’ allows programme sections to be of generous size (while still retaining adequate data
working-space) thereby avoiding excessive recourse to the backing store during computation.
Optimum programming is used to achieve maximum speed of operation, i.e. both data and
instructions are arranged within the high speed store in such a manner as to reduce access time
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wherever possible. No optimum programming for the backing store is necessary. The system is
most flexible and simple to code. In fact the majority of programming work on ‘DEUCE’ is
carried out by junior labour, leaving programmers free to concentrate on the work of logical
analysis.
Programme input is in binary form on punched cards. This system is considered to be simpler as
well as more efficient than decimal input, although a system for the latter method is available.
Comprehensive operating and display facilities, are provided
including ‘Programme Display’ (the punching
out of instructions as they are obeyed) and
‘Request Stop’ (the ability to halt the programme
on any given instruction). Fifty selected words
of the high speed store may be displayed
simultaneously. Operations can be effected
manually and interlocks are provided to guard
against incorrect manual operation.
In addition to the arithmetic facilities already
described, ‘DEUCE’ has facilities for logical
operations including automatic shifting, up or
down. Eight instructions modifying accumula
tors are provided, the modification being limited
to those digits in the instruction word which
normally require modification.
Facility for
automatic counting and exit from loops is
incorporated.

An engineer making
adjustments to the
Magnetic Drum Backing
Store of ‘DEUCE'.
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STORAGE FACILITIES
Balance of storage system
Ideally a computer should have a single high speed storage system of virtually unlimited capacity
so that access to all stored information would be extremely rapid, and the amount of waiting or
non-operational time would be reduced to a very small proportion of the actual mathematical
operational time. As the cost of such a system would be exceptionally high, however, a com
promise has to be reached such that a high speed store of limited but effective capacity is backed
by slower, less expensive forms of storage of greater capacity.
The ‘DEUCE’ storage system represents an effective compromise on both economic and utili
tarian grounds, when the whole range of problems to be dealt with by the compute’ is taken into
consideration. The ‘DEUCE’ High Speed store, supported by the Magnetic Drum backing store
and the facilities for interchange of information between these stores, provides an efficient arena
for the programme to carry out the necessary manipulations and calculations, and the auxiliary
storage capacity available in the form of Magnetic Tape extends still further the scope of the
‘DEUCE’ system.
If necessary however, a second Magnetic Drum with its associated electronic circuitry could be
fitted, thus doubling the capacity of the backing store. In these circumstances the machine would
remain compatible with the standard machines, so that all existing programmes could still be used.

The high speed store
The quick access acoustic mercury delay line storage consists of 12 long lines each having a delay
of 1,024 microseconds and therefore accommodating 32 words with an average random access
time of 496 microseconds. Instructions may be obeyed directly from 8 of these lines.
There are 4 short lines to accommodate one word each, access time immediate, 3 short lines to
accommodate 2 words each, average random access time 16 microseconds, and 2 short lines to
accommodate 4 words each, average random access time
48 microseconds. Thus the total high speed store com
prises 402 words.
In the ‘DEUCE’ Mk. IIA seven extra long delay lines,
from which instructions may be obeyed directly, increase
the total high speed store to 626 words.

The backing store
This is provided by magnetic recording on an addressable
drum. The drum rotates at 6,510 r.p.m. and carries 256
tracks of 32 words each. Total drum capacity is there
fore 8,192 words which is equivalent to 65,536 binary
coded decimal digits or 40,960 six digit characters.
The drum is fitted with a block of 16 reading heads and a
block of 16 writing heads. If the track to be read from
does not lie beneath a head of the appropriate block,
then it is necessary to order a shift of that block to a
suitable position. Magnetic operations are interlocked
for 35 milliseconds while this shift takes place. Once the
headblock is aligned a transfer may be ordered and 15
milliseconds later 32 words will have been transferred

The Mercury Delay Line Enclosure.
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between the selected track and the buffer store for
which one delay line of the high speed store is used.
A track is not affected by a magnetic reading operation.
During either the shifting or the transfer computing
may proceed freely provided that the Magnetic Drum
facilities are not referred to. An interlock is provided to
safeguard against this, holding up the programme if
necessary until the drum operation has been safely
executed.
It is possible therefore to execute several independent
operations simultaneously, a distinctive feature of
‘DEUCE’ and one which gives it greater speed than is
apparent from its basic operating characteristics. It is
possible to have an input or output operation, a
transfer to or from the Magnetic Drum, a transfer to
or from the Magnetic Tape, a multiplication or a
division and a simple arithmetical or logical operation
all taking place simultaneously.

Auxiliary storage

The Magnetic Drum Racking Store.

The magnetic tape facilities on ‘DEUCE’ are provided
by twin transporter units, i.e. two tape transporter
mechanisms mounted in a single console. Up to four
of these twin transporter units can be accommodated
on the standard ‘DEUCE’ and more can be added
with the inclusion of some extra circuitry.
A significant advantage of the magnetic tape system
on ‘DEUCE’ is the facility for varying the block length,
i.e. the amount of information written on to the tape at
full speed without interruption. The shorter the block
lengths the greater is the proportion of tape wasted
due to the gaps which must be left between blocks and
the consequent increase in the number of times the
tape must be accelerated and decelerated. The ability
to choose the length of the block means that the most
appropriate unit of information can be associated
with a block, thereby achieving compact storage with
out sacrificing the flexibility with which the data may
be handled.
The equipment supplied enables information to be
written on and read from magnetic tape, and no off
line equipment to prepare magnetic tape is supplied
for use with ‘DEUCE’. This policy has been decided
upon economic grounds: an equipment which would
convert from punched cards or paper tape to magnetic
tape would be very expensive, and the alternative use
of the computer with high speed paper tape input at a
rate of approximately 850 characters per second is a
far better proposition. Using the computer as an input
device on to magnetic tape allows initial processing of
data to be conveniently carried out.

Magnetic Tape Twin Transporter Unit.
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Mk. I

^Fhis computer is fitted with 64-column Punched Card Input and Out■ put. The Input will operate at 200 cards per minute, the 64 columns
being in decimal, alphabetical or binary, but it is necessary for the
computer to effect any conversion or translation concurrently, reference
being made to the input for each row of a card. Normally however, time is
available for computation between successive cards.
All existing 32-column programmes prepared for use with the earlier
‘DEUCE’ may be used on the Mk. I 64-column computer without alter
ation, and plugboard facilities may be used with this input if necessary.
The 64-column punched card output operates at a high rate compared
with paper tape, particularly for intermediate binary results. The relevant
rates are 107 alpha-numeric characters per second and 1,280 bits per second
compared with 25 characters per second and 125 bits per second in the
case of the most reliable paper tape equipment currently available. Con
version is effected in a similar manner to 64-column punched card input.
The technique of intermediate binary output is used extensively in scientific
work on ‘DEUCE’ especially for breaking down long computations into
stages. Binary punched cards are a remarkably fast and efficient backing
store for larger problems and are widely used as such. Identification
numbers are automatically punched on all output cards. Plugboard
facilities are available with this equipment as an optional extra.
More specific details concerning the 64-column read and punch facilities
incorporated in ‘DEUCE’ Mk. I are given in publication ES/142.
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'DEUCE' Mk. I has been developed for the solution of the scientific
and technological problems encountered in general engineering
research and design.

It may be fitted with Magnetic Tape Auxiliary

Storage units if required, and high speed Paper Tape Input and
Paper Tape Output are available as optional extras.
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A 'DEUCE' Mk. II installation, showing a
typical arrangement of the Control Desk, Input/
Output Unit and Magnetic Tape Twin Transporter
Units.

Such an installation would ideally form

the central unit of a data processing system.
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PAPER TAPE EQUIPMENT
‘English Electric’ Paper Tape equipment has been specially developed for use with
‘DEUCE’ as a means of high speed data input and also as an output medium. This
enables the computer to be integrated with any existing system which is already using
paper tape.

High speed paper tape input
This can be fitted to both the Mk. I and Mk. II versions of ‘DEUCE’ if required. It
will operate at approximately 850 characters per second, and will accept either 5-hole
or 7-hole paper tape. 8-hole tape will be accepted, but only 7 holes will be sensed. Of
these 7, one digit will complete parity leaving a 6-bit character to be read into the
main store. Any form of code can be used on the paper tape, the computer being
given the task of converting the code to a standard form.
It is possible to convert numbers from decimal to binary at this speed, although
occasional stopping of the tape may be necessary in order to store away the converted
numbers.
This form of input represents a very fast method of feeding large volumes of data to
the computer. Direct programme input is not possible though large programmes
could of course be read in from paper tape by a special short programme (itself fed in
from punched cards) the purpose of which is to read and compile instructions from
paper tape.

Paper tape output
This form of output is usually required in cases where paper tape must be produced
for use in other equipment, such as wind tunnels and machine tool controls. The
paper tape output from ‘DEUCE’ has been designed to be as flexible and easy to use
as possible whilst guarding against the
possibility of human error and retaining
an adequate margin of safety to ensure
high reliability. It is programme con
trolled, and can be used either in
conjunction with or instead of the
punched card output.
As in the case of Paper Tape Input this
form of output can be supplied for use
with both the Mk. I and Mk. II
‘DEUCE’ computers. Unless circum
stances specifically call for Paper Tape
Output however it is not normally
recommended owing to its relatively
slow rate of operation compared with
the punched card system which is the
standard output medium of ‘DEUCE’.

The Double ‘DEUCE’ Installation on the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.
Aerodynamic Wing Design. Design of Supersonic Wind Tunnels.
Data Reduction of Wind Tunnel Measurements. Flutter Calculations.
Statistical Investigations. Weapon Studies. Time Series Analysis.
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PROGRAMME TESTING AIDS

High speed store display
‘DEUCE’ has a particularly useful range of programme testing aids. The whole of
the high speed store can be displayed on two cathode ray tubes and all 32 words of a
long delay line may be inspected simultaneously. This is of great advantage during
programme testing and operation, and also proves very useful to maintenance
engineers in fault diagnosis.

Automatic programme display
An Automatic Programme Display facility is provided by which the computer is
made to proceed through the programme one instruction at a time, punching all
instructions in full coding detail, twelve to a card. This enables the sequence of
instructions, particularly those generated by instruction modification, to be checked.

Request stop
Another useful feature of ‘DEUCE’ is the ‘Request
Stop’ facility whereby the computer can be instructed
to proceed with the test programme at full speed until
an instruction of a specified form is reached, when the
programme will stop to allow examination of the
contents of the stores. The programme can then be
continued at the operator’s convenience, and any
number of such stops can be set into the programme
as called for. More details of this facility are given in
publication ES/140.

Other control panel facilities
A series of lights on the Control Panel serve to
indicate the instruction currently held in the control
circuits. These assist the operator considerably, on
the one hand by providing a medium through which
the computer can indicate the failure of a programmed
check, and on the other by giving an immediately
obvious indication of malfunctioning when the
programme departs from its normal rhythm as a
consequence of error. These lights are also useful in
identifying the successive steps of a programme
during testing, and in the presentation of the addresses
of current Magnetic Drum transfers in a convenient
form.
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The
•DEUCE'

Control
Desk.

Also mounted on the Control Panel are a series of keys which
permit instructions to be effected manually, if necessary without
disturbing the programme. Further keys assist programme testing
and maintenance procedures, and interlocks are provided to prevent
operation of the computer with these keys in non-standard
positions.
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CHECKING FACILITIES

Built-in checking is provided on ‘DEUCE’, for (a) the Magnetic Tape store where a
two-way parity check, i.e. lateral and longitudinal, is carried out and (b) the 7-hole
Paper Tape where a one-way parity check operates. The main advantage of a parity
check system is that any faults can be immediately detected, thus minimising wastage
of computer time. This is particularly useful in the case of Magnetic Tape where
drop-outs may occur due to dust particles.
For the quick access store and backing store however a simple parity check would not
offer an acceptable degree of certainty, and in practice the reliability of these two
stores has proved such that parity checking here would have little significance. The «
provision of consistency checks within the programme itself is found to be quite
effective, and better suited to checking for faulty or inadmissible data, which is a
relatively common occurrence. It is to be preferred to the alternative of having to
include expensive automatic checking equipment. A feature of the ‘DEUCE’ order
code is the ease with which checks may be included.

PROGRAMME LIBRARY

As the development of ‘DEUCE’ has progressed an extensive library of programmes
and sub-routines covering a wide field of applications has been built up. This library of
programming information, generally acknowledged as the most detailed and com
prehensive for any known computer, is freely available to all ‘DEUCE’ owners and
users.

Electronic chassis for
‘DEUCE’ being assembled
and wired.

When the Mk. I and Mk. II versions of ‘DEUCE’ were introduced care was taken to
ensure that full compatibility existed between both of these models and the original
‘DEUCE’, so that the new versions of the computer are able to take full advantage of
all this past work.

DEUCE’ USERS’ ASSOCIATION
r
All programmes and sub-routines forming this valuable library are available to users of
‘DEUCE’ who are invited to add to it from their own operational experience of the
computer. To this end a ‘DEUCE’ Users’ Association was formed and has been in
operation for the past few years, meeting at frequent intervals to discuss and exchange
new programmes and to keep up to date on new developments and techniques.

PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
A wealth of interpretative procedures present the programmer with a wide selection of
techniques for presenting a problem to the computer. These represent varying
degrees of compromise between simplicity of coding and optimum use of the speed of
the machine, and the degree of compromise can therefore be chosen to suit the
particular application. The three systems most frequently used with ‘DEUCE’ are as
follows :

A programme for the
solution of Flutter
Equations is prepared.
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(a) The General Interpretative Programme, which provides a very efficient
means of handling numbers with a simple coding system which has proved
invaluable in the past, particularly in scientific work.
(/>) The Alpha-Code Programme which virtually constitutes another order code
chosen to be as simple as a computer order code possibly can be, inevitably
of course, at the expense of computer efficiency.
(c) The Tabular Interpretative Programme, which represents a useful com
promise between (a) and (/>).
Publication ES/144, “Notes on Programming ‘DEUCE’” deals more fully with
these three systems, and an example of the General Interpretative Programme in
operation is examined in publication ES/139.
Several other systems exist or are in course of preparation, each to suit the particular
needs of some kind of problem. For those wishing to make orthodox ‘DEUCE’
programmes, various automatic coding procedures are available to handle the
more routine aspects.
«

AUTOMATIC INSTRUCTION MODIFICATION

This important facility is a standard feature of ‘DEUCE’, and its use ensures the
optimum efficiency in the operation of the computer. Estimated saving in computer
instructions for typical problems using A.EM. shows approximately 14% for Differ
ential Equations (Runge-Kutta method), 27% for Matrix Multiplication and as much
as 35% for Fast Sum Series.
In particular the incorporation of Automatic
Instruction Modification helps considerably to
ensure the most efficient application of the
64-column and Magnetic Tape
facilities.
Full details of the
A.I.M. system in ‘DEUCE’ are
given in publication ES/145.

‘DEUCE’ at Short Bros. &
Harland Ltd., Belfast.
Providing a Digital
Computing Service to this
Company’s organisation
and to
Local Industry.
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'DEUCE' at the Central
Electricity Generating
Board, Bankside House,
London.
Systems Planning
Operations.
General Engineering
Studies.

DEUCE' at The English
Electric Company's
Aircraft Division Warton.
Aeronautical design and
performance studies.
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

Marginal checking
‘DEUCE’ has been so designed that built-in marginal checking facilities of the grid
control type enable an extremely thorough system of preventative maintenance to be
effectively carried out. This system calls for complete checking and recording of
performance figures on one or two units of the computer each day, so that the whole
machine is checked in each two or three month period.
The design of the electronic circuitry makes it possible to inject marginal bussing
voltage into approximately 95% of the valve stages in the computer which are
provided with suitable two-pin sockets for this. The injection of the biassing voltage

Marginal
checking on
'DEUCE'.

enables a reliable assessment of the actual safety margin of the valve stage under test to
be measured and subsequently recorded, and the correlation of these records over a
period of time gives the engineer a reliable picture of valve performance for the whole
of the machine. In this way advance warning of any unusual deterioration of a
particular valve stage or stages is given and steps can be taken to remedy the condition
before it becomes critical.
The whole range of stages provided with biassing points are grouped electronically
into blocks under two main classifications.
(a) according to their common power supplies and
(h) according to their physical location i.e. by cubicles.
These blocks can be biassed as a whole to provide records of the performance of the
block over a period of time.
The six blocks can be master controlled for overall test purposes by a single key on the
control panel of the computer. Under normal operating conditions this key is left in
the central of three positions. The effect of moving the key to either of the other two
positions is to load the machine one third of the way towards individual stage failure in
either direction, and its continued satisfactory operation under both extremes ensures
its completely reliable functioning when the key is left in the central position for
normal working.
In addition to their use on preventative maintenance these biasses provide a rapid
means of fault diagnosis in many cases. The cross
classifications are of great value here especially
when used in conjunction with Test
Programmes designed to test
particular functions only.

'DEUCE' Mk. II Computers
under construction at the
Kidsgrove Works of the
Company.
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Training facilities
As part of its service when a computer is to be supplied The English Electric Com
pany Limited provides full and comprehensive training courses to customer’s engineer
ing and programming personnel at its Kidsgrove and Stafford centres. Thus when the
computer is installed customer’s own trained staff are ready to take it over as soon as
the exhaustive programme of acceptance tests have been satisfactorily completed.

Maintenance
‘English Electric’ is always most anxious to ensure that all ‘DEUCE’ installations are
maintained at maximum efficiency so that the full capabilities of the computer are
always at the disposal of its users. To this end, besides drawing up and recommending
the daily routine ‘check and record’ programme for customer’s personnel to imple
ment, it offers comprehensive maintenance contracts whereby the computer is
regularly serviced and overhauled by the Company’s mobile team of expert engineers.
In addition these engineers are always available for unscheduled emergency visits
when called upon.
Ample stocks of replacement components are maintained by the Computer Division
of the Company as part of this service, and a selected list of key spares which the user
is recommended to hold for emergency use is supplied.
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TIME HIRE

To meet the needs of users who require the services of ‘DEUCE’ only on a part-time
basis ‘English Electric’ operates two Time-Hire Centres. One of these is at the Nelson
Research Laboratories of the Company at Stafford where two machines are available
and the other is at the London Computing Centre at Marconi House in the Strand
where one ‘DEUCE’ is operating on this service. Again, the programme library
already described is at the disposal of all Time-Hire users of ‘DEUCE’, and every
assistance is given by the Company’s expert programming staff to ensure that the
capabilities of ‘DEUCE’ are used to best advantage whatever the application.

‘DEUCE’ Mk. I Computers
undergoing final tests at
the Kidsgrove Works of
the Company prior to
delivery to customers.
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DEUCE' at Bristol Aero
Engines Limited.
Engine Performance
and design.

■DEUCE' at the
Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research,
East Kilbride, Glasgow.
Hydro and ThermoMechanical Studies.
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DEUCE

:::::::

OFFERS

High Speed of Operation.
Large Capacity Storage Facilities.
Extensive Programme and Sub-routine Library.
High Reliability.
Simplified Programming Techniques.
Flexibility.
Electronic Engineering at its best.

‘DEUCE’ Mk. I

Principally for scientific applications
64-column Punched Card Input and Output.
With or without Magnetic Tape Auxiliary Storage.
High Speed Paper Tape Input if required.
Paper Tape Output if required.

‘DEUCE' Mik. II

For commercial and scientific applications
80-column Punched Card Combined Input Output.
With or without Magnetic Tape Auxiliary Storage.
High Speed Paper Tape Input if required.
Paper Tape Output if required.
Extra High Speed Storage (‘DEUCE’ Mk. IIA).

Features of 'DEUCE' Service
Time Hire
Training Facilities
After Sales Liaison
Maintenance

Two Computing Centres, Stafford and London.
For Customer's Engineers and Programmers.
'DEUCE' Users' Association.
Mobile Teams for Scheduled and Emergency Visits.
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The block Schematic Diagram on the opposite page shows a typical ‘DEUCE’
Mk. II installation with full 80-column combined Input/output, Paper Tape
Input and Output and also four Magnetic Tape Twin Transporter Units as
auxiliary storage. Items of typical peripheral equipment are also shown.
The Mark IIA version of the computer would have seven additional long delay
lines of the size of DL’s 1 to 8, increasing the direct access high speed storage
capacity to 626 words.
All stores within the main block may be used for normal storage purposes when
not in use for the functions indicated.
ID and OS are single word stores used only for input/output.
TS’s are single word stores, access time 1/32 millisecond.
DS’s are double word stores, maximum access time 1/16 millisecond.
QS’s are quadruple word stores, maximum access time 1 /8 millisecond.
DL’s are 32 word stores, maximum access time 1 millisecond.
1 ‘DEUCE’ word comprises 32 binary digits and holds one instruction or one
nine-digit signed decimal number.
1 ‘DEUCE’ word pair holds 10 six-bit binary coded alpha-numeric characters.
Access time to the Magnetic Drum for a block of 32 words is 15 milliseconds (or
50 milliseconds if a head shift is necessary).
Magnetic Tape transfer rate is one word pair in T25 milliseconds (excluding
Stop/Start).
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MAGNETIC TAPE TWIN
TRANSPORTER UNITS
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•DEUCE' at the
Atomic Power
Division of The
English Electric
Co. Ltd., Whetstone.
Nuclear Reactor
Design Studies.

Double 'DEUCE'
installation at the
Bristol Aircraft
Company Limited.
Aeronautical Design
and Performance
Studies.
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Note : Due to the introduction of improvements from time
to time, the right is reserved to supply products which may
differ slightly from those illustrated and described in this
publication.
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